
 Mr. Dim Sum - Jon Pong 
 @jon_mrdimsum  @jon.mrdimsum  Mr. Dim Sum | mrdimsumca@gmail.com 

Not just another food blogger.  As a Toronto/GTA dim sum and Asian 
cuisine aficionado, Jon’s opinion is often sought after for dim sum/Asian 
food recommendations.  He is also an art and media creator who 
specializes in content creation.  As an artist and designer, Jon brings to 
the table a strong skill-set including expertise in graphic artwork, 
illustration, animation plus website and product design across multiple 
mediums.   

Jon’s experience includes building a social media presence as a food-loving 
influencer having started his Instagram account since 2010. He has been 
hosting blogger tasting events for dim sum restaurants as well as other Asian 
eateries in Toronto and the GTA; raising their profile and increasing business 

by providing great exposure through influencer 
word-of- mouth promotion.  Additional experience 
includes building an original line of dim sum plush 
toys and gift products (Since 2013)  based on his 
own cast of cartoon characters via his brand, Dim 
Sum City, as detailed further on in this media kit. 

Signature Annual Dim Sum Event 

The premiere annual dim sum event hosted by Mr. Dim Sum featuring top dim sum 
restaurants in Toronto and the GTA, Epic Dim Sum Showdown brings together 
some of the city’s top food bloggers and influencers to dine on and showcase a dim 
sum feast of epic proportions. The result is massive exposure and influential 
word-of-mouth promotion for the venue.  Entering its fifth year in 2020, plans are 
being made to make it bigger and better than ever!  See a glimpse at past Epic Dim 
Sum Showdown events from 2016 up to 2019 on the next page. 
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Epic Dim Sum Showdowns: 2016 - 2019 

2016 
YANG’S 

20 foodies vs 
111 dishes 

2017 
YU SEAFOOD 
20 foodies vs  
80+ dishes 

2018  
LAI WAH HEEN 

22 foodies vs 
14 course sets with 
total of 308 dishes 

2019 
THE ONE FUSION 

20 foodies vs 
dim sum + entree’s + 

table-side peking duck 

Bamboostar Productions Inc. 

 @BamboostarPro  @BamboostarProductions 

The media agency and production house owned and operated by Jon 
Pong has been around since before the food scene in Toronto started 
exploding.  We’ve worked as a consulting agency for local restaurateurs, 
crafting marketing strategies and growing brand recognition through social 
media management. This includes: building an online presence through 
creation and monitoring of social media and review platform accounts as 
well as website design, video production,  online ad campaigns right 
through to custom Instagram stickers and gifs.  

Our services also include creation of all graphic design and artwork needs 
from custom event material such as name tags, menus, posters and signs 
to all graphic design needs of a business such as banners, posters,  

 murals and apparel/product lines such as T Shirts, plush toys and gifts. 

 @dkloevents  | @therealdklo 

Curated Media Events - For full featured, one-stop event planning and 
hosting, we’re proud to be partnered with dynamic host/speaker Darren 
Susilo of DKLo Events. His years of valuable experience and expertise in 
this area perfectly compliments and rounds out our promotion services. 
Logo designed by Mr. Dim Sum as well! 
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Mr. Dim Sum in the Media 

 Interview with Rogers TV at CNY Celebrations 

 Dim Sum Queen Media Tasting 

 Appearance on DKLoEvents Promo 

 IG account featured in Klip Magazine 

Instagram post 
about The Poop 
Cafe featured on 
BlogTO.com 
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Mr. Dim Sum in the Media 
Mr. Dim Sum as God of Fortune at Toronto Chinatown Lunar New Year Celebrations

Photo opp with Toronto Mayor John Tory

TO Chinatown LNY Celebrations Ad Toys of event sponsor Dim Sum City Photo with Toronto Mayor John Tory

OMNI TV News



Mr. Dim Sum 
Case Studies 

It is a real privilege to play a part in helping restaurant owners succeed through our expertise in social 
media, influencer marketing, brand and event management. It’s a role we do not take lightly, especially since it 
is such a cut throat industry. Executing a strong and effective marketing and branding strategy is a key 
component for ensuring ongoing success.  

JIAN BING CLUB 
Mr. Dim Sum was retained by Jian Bing Club, a brand new restaurant that opened in late 
2019 in Richmond Hill serving up Chinese street food and specializing in Beijing style Jian 
Bing with a mission to showcase Chinese cuisine and culture. The restaurant is situated in 
a condo complex with retail shops at street level.  The exact location of the shop is not 
particularly visible from the street and is fairly hidden.  Jian Bing has been relatively 
unknown in Toronto and the GTA except for a small presence in local Asian supermarkets 
and some eateries. 

The Mandate 
Create brand awareness and exposure to increase customer base and profile of Jian Bing itself through social 
media engagement and campaigns with local micro-influencers.  Increase revenue to the point of feasibility for 
the opening of a 2nd location. 

The Approach 
● Create accounts with simultaneous management on social media platforms and review listings

platforms to acquire a growing follower-base and a word-of-mouth exposure..
● Connect with local food micro-influencers by inviting them to individual and group media tasting events

in exchange for posts and stories on social media accounts.
● Grow the brand by creating a new logo to reflect the mission and grow the brand through engaging with

customers on social media accounts through educational posts on the details and history of the cuisine
● Secure coverage on top local digital media news platforms such as BlogTO

The Result 
● Acquired a growing and engaged follower-base on social media accounts that have increased by

800% with over 76,500 impressions.
● Coverage secured on BlogTO which includes  articles, videos, photos, IGTV and stories showcasing

the restaurant on their platform. This resulted in tripling the follower-base and raised the profile and
awareness of the restaurant and the food Jian Bing itself in Toronto and the GTA.

● New location feasibility reached with the 2nd location set to open at a high-traffic area, Yonge and
Finch, in February of 2020.
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Mr. Dim Sum 
Case Studies 

DIM SUM QUEEN 
Mr. Dim Sum was retained by Dim Sum Queen, a brand new restaurant opened in 
September 2018 in Yonge Lawrence Village whose sister restaurant Dim Sum 
King in Chinatown. Serves all day dim sum and Cantonese cuisine. 

The Mandate 
Create brand awareness and exposure to build customer base and profile of Dim Sum in the area.  As the 
location is situated in a neighbourhood made up primarily of non-Asian demographic, create educational 
content to introduce patrons to the cuisine of dim sum.  

The Approach 
● Create website and accounts with simultaneous management on social media platforms as well as

review platforms to acquire a growing follower-base and a word-of-mouth exposure.
● Connect with local food micro-influencers by inviting them to a group media tasting event in exchange

for posts and stories on social media accounts.
● Grow the brand through engaging with customers on social media accounts with educational posts with

details and history of the cuisine. Provide photos and text in the storefront as well for dine-in customers.

The Result 
● Acquired a growing and engaged follower-base on social media accounts that have increased by over

600% with over 48,000 impressions.
● Established a presence and brand recognition in the community as the go-to spot for dim sum in the

area with regular customers and take-out delivery orders
● Landed multiple catering clients around the city.
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Dim Sum City 
 @dimsumcity | @dsccomics | www.dimsumcity.com 

Jon Pong’s creativity and imagination has culminated into 
the creation of his original brand, Dim Sum City. Dim Sum 
city started in 2013 with product lines that are based on 
cartoon and comic series characters based on Dim Sum 
such as Har Gow and Siu Mai dumplings.  

This has grown into custom designed merchandise lines 
including Asian food-themed plush toys, enamel pins, 
stationery, apparel and gift items.  As an experienced toy 
and product designer Jon has the expertise to work with your 
brand to build merchandise lines that extend your brand 
awareness and bring in additional revenue streams.  

As well, Jon and his team has several years of experience 
planning and running vendor booths at many events and 
festivals around Toronto and the GTA such as: 

Chinese Celebration Festivals 
● Dragonboat Festival
● Toronto Chinatown

Festival
● CNY Celebration Festival

Food Festivals 
● Yum Cha Festival
● Night It Up
● Taste of Asia
● Waterfront Night Market

Comic/Animation conventions 
● Anime North
● Toronto’s Animation

Festival

 DSC photo with Markham Mayor Frank Scarpitti  DSC at Night It Up Press Conference 
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Dim Sum City 
Vendor Booths and previous Storefronts 

 Toronto Dragon Boat Festival  Taste Of Asia  Night It Up 

 Yum Cha Festival  Toronto Chinatown Festival  Anime North 

 Dim Sum City Shop in Chinatown Centre  2nd Dim Sum City Shop in Chinatown Centre 
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All Services 

CREATIVE MEDIA 

● Original Content Creation
● Visual Storytelling
● Video production + Photography
● Graphic Design and Illustration
● Website Design + Management

DIGITAL MARKETING 

● Social Media Marketing + Management
● Influencer marketing + Campaign
● Community + Review Site Management
● Brand Strategy

EVENT MANAGEMENT 

● Event Hosting + Management
● Corporate Events
● Networking

PRODUCT CREATION 

● Original Product Design
● Process Management and Production
● Product Line Development

Contact Info 

Contact me today! I will be glad to discuss the right solutions for your needs and work with you to achieve the 
utmost success in your business! 

Jonathan Pong 

mrdimsumca@gmail.com 
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